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ABSTRACT

 The concept of fault-tolerant control was devised to 
increase the tolerance of active magnetic bearing to 
amplifier, coil, and electric cable failures (i.e. loss of 
magnetic poles). If some poles fail in operation, the 
bearing would remain functional. Special features of the 
self-healing magnetic bearing include:

• There is no need for off-line calculation and storage 
of control parameters associated with failed poles.

• There is no need for on-line monitoring of the failed
pole patterns. 
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design and control of a fault-tole:rant actm, magndi.c 
� system . for ailaaft eng_mes. In their bearing
design, mu, redundant cootrol mas had been introduced 
by having three magnetically isolated contiol axes. Any 
two c,f these control axes are sufficient to maintain 
contr!>l of the rotor position. 

Mulen and Meeker [2,3) presented a mon: generalized 
� by contro� each pole of a magnetic bearing 
iDdependcotly. 'lbc coil cmrmts � determined by the 
rcquucd magnc1ic fon:cs. the multi-pole foice-to-aim:nt 
relationship required for· designing the fccdback cootrol 
is difticult to identify and the rnadacrnadcal solution is
not unique due: to the redundancy mtrodix:cd by the
additional control axis.· In their work, the matrix 
reJation.chip was computed DUJDCrically and stared 
digitally as look-up table&. This approach n:quimi 
intensive computational time and computer IIICJilOly to 
store the matrix parameters. In addition. on-line 
monitoring of coil failure pattern, such·as measuring the 
coil �ts,-is .�for'seJ\to control

hcently, Chen (4) . exte.nded the previous work on
indcpcndc:ntly comroJling each pole or axis and 
summarized that theie is DO need to pre-calculate the 
�on:c-to-current rclali� In his approach, each pole 
IS controlled by a DOJDinal set of bias cmn:nts and PID 
(proportional, integra]. and derivative) gains, with 
consideration of poSS1oic amcnt and ll1IX saturation due 
to diffen:nt pole failwe patterns. This simple and 
straightforward con1rol system picsentcd by Chen (4) 
does not require any data stora� or On-line cum:m 
monitoring.. The results have demonstiated that the new 
control system possesses a strong resilient nature to the 
pole failure char.lcterized as self-healing. Chen has 
concluded that when some poles fail, the integral 
controls of the remaining poles worlt in UDison and adjust 
cum:nt individually to regain control of the rotor. The 
difficult fon:e-to-cuJTent relationships solved 
nmnerically in reference (2) appear to have been solved 
internally in a natural way by this comrol system. 

  A computer program has been developed to increase 
understanding and facilitate the design of this type of 
fault-tolerant magnetic bearing. The details of transient 
simulation development are presented in this paper along 
with interesting numerical transient responses of a 
flywheel rotor system that employs a self-healing 
magnetic bearing.

INTRODUCTION

   Magnetic bearings have gained popularity recently due 
to the oil free and efficiency requirements of 
turbomachinery. A conventional active magnetic bearing 
(AMB) as shown in Figure 1a has four quadrants of poles; 
two opposite quadrants are used to control rotor motions. 
There is usually one magnetizing coil per pole and the 
coils in the same quadrant are connected in series and 
driven by a dedicated power amplifier. The attractive 
magnetic forces in the conventional magnetic bearings 
make the rotor system inherently unstable and 
therefore require on-line servo control for stability. Any 
failure of the coils, amplifiers, or electric cables will cause 
the entire bearing to fail. Practitioners are continuously 
striving to design magnetic bearings with control 
redundancy especially for military and high-speed 
applications. Lyons et al [1] presented a paper in the



Qimputer programs have been deveJqpectto �gq, &Ile
;_ magnetic actuator, pmlict the dynaoiic �Cl$,-·. ·. 

and · this bearing characteristics jQtp a �Jc:-
rotor u::: for a complete traiisidtt ��tin' to "'
facilitate our undcntanding and design of this new type 
of fault tolerant magnetic bearing. Functions n:lated to 
this filult tolerant magnetic bearing can be easily· 
incorpol3lc:d into an existing commen:ially availabk,' 
rotordynamics progtam, such as DyRoBcSC (Q!namits 
of Rotor� §ystems) (5). 

MAGNETIC ACTUATOR DESIGN 

In a conventional 8-pole magnelic bearing, as shown in 
Figure la, the flux path is designed with equal width and 
has alten'8tive pole. polarity, so that the flux flows
ioca11y in a quadrant. 'Ihc:3.is usually one coil per pole 
and the coils in the same quadrant � comiec:ted in mes 
and� by a dcdiC;llecl power amplifier. For the same 
8-pole self-healing magnetic beariJlg. as shown in 
Figure lb, thc rotor and stator cores are design¢d with 
the same 1lllifcmn or identical poles. A miuimmn of tbn::e
poles must be . specified in the design. The selection of
the nuQlber of poles depend$ on the redundancy 
� Figure 2 shows the typical con: 
CODfigumlims 1hat range from six to eight· poles. The 
cross-sectional areas of magnetic flu patha at the poles, 
rotor, and statqr are the same values 81! one would design 
for the conventional AMBs. There are� ways to size 
the actuator cores and the proc:css may· involve many 
geometry, magnetic, and electrical parameters. The 
relatioosliips among these parameters are not all well 
de.Qned, therefore, the design is heavily dependent on the 
designer'� experience. For the design pmpose, some 
parameters arc considered as inP!Jts and the rest of the 
parameters can be calculated from these known 
paramet� Table 1 presents a typical sizing analysis 
n:sult showing both the given and calculated paiameter 
values. 

The cum:nt stiffness and the position stifmcss per pole 
arc requjrccl to size the linearized control. However, their 
calculations are not as straightforward as in the 
conventional AMBs bccQse the flux variation or re
distribution is no longer limited locally in a qua� 
The cunent or air gap variation of one pole not only 
cban,ges the flux density of its own and opposite 
quadrants, but also affects all the quadrants. A detailed 
method on how to qdculate these stiffiless parameters 
bas been presented in rcfen:nce (4), and will not be 
elaborated here. 
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· t-Iu'$he fault tolcriud �c bearing, each pole ·
smgle coil driven by a dedicated powe, amplifier;·•
ciunmt in each coil may vary fiom 7.CIO to the .• 
. �e but it can never change sign. The air
coil ¢utrent �ons of one pole can not only ·.
the fiuy � of its own and opposite
��-��-quadrants. For generaWi.
pl)le magnetic bearing is employed in the .f9� Assuming that the rcludaDc:e of all 

:�,t::::.::::�z��
lilil i:um:nt, the cimmt reluctance is solely due to ,
gap (see Figure 3). From the Ampere's Law, the
and flux relationship (2,3) is:

RCl)=NI 

Where Cl) is the tluxvector; I is the coil cum:nt 
is the relm:tance matrix, and N is the coil windiD(
influcnc:c ipatrix. ,,

. 
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R; = g/µ.,A = air gap reluctance at jib 

gi = air gap at ilfl pole 
A =pole area 
µ., = air permeability 
n = nwnber of poles 
N = number of coils per pole 

Note that the coil winding inf11JC11CC matrix 
of zeros and it indicates '-that one of the 
cum:nt vector is redundant If one or more • 
fail, the above equation is still valid Once the 
is determined from equation (1), then flux 
is calculated as: 

B=A� 



· matrix of the pole face area. The
pole im:ludes the bias cum:ut and

· which is govcmcd by an independent

·\-efDdl-C dD (3) . I � ·dJ 

i C... an: proportional. integral, derivative 
.,displacement at each pole. and t is the 

,.. for each bearing is the summary of.,eacJlpole: 

(4) 

(5) 

· the :magndic bearing forces.. The finite
· ons of the rotor systems pn:seoted by

, employed in tliis paper, and arc not

numerical tools readily available for 
of first order differential equations, . 

Kutta method. However, the excessive 
• time and memmy storage requirccl in

differential equations make these tools 
. e in dealing with large rotor bearing 
· Newmark method is an unconditionally
· cal integration scheme that bas proven to be

. .soJ.ving the second order equations of 
Aexil>lc rotor systems as shown by Chen (7). 

heel rotor demonstration rig is shown in 
, -vertical rotor, weighing about 14 pounds 
'_at the maximum speed of 10,000 rpm, is 

t,y,aball bearing and a fault tolerant magnetic 
� groove ball bearing at the top also serves 
bi:ariiig. It js supported at bottom by an 8 pole 

magnetic bearing. 

critical speed map for this rotor is 
in Figure S. With the fault tolerant magnetic 

� stiffness superimposed on the map, the 
· · ·· lmti� speed is found to be around 7600 1pm 
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The mode shape of the first critical speed, as shown in 
Figure 6, has a pendulum shape while pivoting at top and 
swinging at bottom. To· demonstrate the dynamic 
chamc:teristics of the fault tolerant maguctic bearing. 
transient analysis has been pclformed with the following 
fault sequem:c: 

• At time = 0.30 second, the #2 coil fails.
• At time = o.so second, the #3 coil fails.
• At time= 0. 70 second. the #6 coil fails.

The first analysis . was performed without any
unbalance force. Figure 7 prcsems the transient
disp]acemc:nts in the X and Y directions in the SHMB.
The failure of the #2 coil has acatcd large rotor
cxcursi.ons in both X and Y directions, because it is a 45° 

pole. Note that the displacemc:nts recover automatically
within 0.2 seconds. The failure of coil #3 later creates
the excursion mostly in the Y directioo, because it is a
90° pole. When the #6 coil fails its effect is less in the X
direction, because in handling the previous coil failures
the self-healing control has smartly reduced the cum:ot
in #6 as shown in the cumnt plot of Figure 8. The Y
excursion is larger, because the bearing has been
significantly weakened in that direction by the Jailing #3
coil. It is amazing that the system knows how to adjust
cum:nt naturally as shown in Figure 8. Adding a rotor
unbalance response at 6000 JJJ1D to the transient
simulation. the rotor oibits at coil #2 failure are p1ottccl in

. Figure 9. The top orbit is at the cou.pling end and the
bottom otbit is at the SHMB. They are opposite in phase,
as predicted by the mode shape plot of Figure 6: 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The multi-axis. self-healing control scheme. which is 
tolerant to amplifier/cabliJ!g/coil faults will be popular 
for the next generation of magnetic bearings. To 
facilitale the rotor-bearing system design of the future, 
we have incOJporatcd the self-healing design software 
into a commercially avliilable · rotor dynamic code -
DyRoBeSro. Employing this combined code, one can: 

l .  Size the self-healing :magnetic beatings needed for
the rotor support. 

2. Design the comrol par.mieteis. such as feedback PID
gains for each pole.

3. Perform nonlinear transient response simulating pole
failures.

Using a vertical flywheel rotor as an example. we have 
analytically demonstrated the unique characteristics of 
the self-healing magnetic bearing, i.e., 

• When one or more poles fail, the remainiJJ&
controlled poles can automatically rc-anange the
cum:nts and recover the magnetic levitation.



• The linear control law is very robust even when non
linearity, such as saturation of coil cum;ms and
magnetic flux is involved.

• There is no need to JllOllitor pole failure patterns on
liue, or 61Dn: pre-calculated control parameten;. This 
makes this conttol scheme elegantly $implc . and
inexpensive to implement.
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TABLE 1 - SIZING ANALYSIS 8-POLE SRMB 

INPUT 

Value 

1.QOO
8.000 NO.OFPOLES 

1.000 
. Q.5000 RATIO WP/ 

1.000 RATIO TIS

0.8000E+o5 SATIJRATION FLUX DENSITY 
0.2000&01 AIR.GAP 

Q.Z,SOOE-01 BARB WIRB DIAMETER 
0.2000E.-02 WIRE INSULATION TIHCKNESS 
0.7000 FILL FACTOR QF con. IN SLOT 

.0.0000 STATICLOAD 
700.0 REFERENCEFRE OBNCY 

'3000. STIFFNESS AT OMREF 
4.000 DAMPING AT OMREF 
3.SOO BIAS CURRENT 

OUTPUT 

500.8 MAX. AMPERE-llJRNS 
6.107 MAX. CURRENT 
82.00 NO. OF TIJRNS/POLE 
250.6 LENG1H OF WIRE/POLE 
0.4010 WIRE RESISTANCF/POLE 
0.36068-02 INDUCTANCFJPOLE 

··
39_30 BEARING HEAT GENERATION 
7l.94 LOAD CAPACITY 

OIV. PRESSURE LOAD 
3362 CIRCUMF.WIDTII/POLB 

SURFACE AREA/POLE 
().3362 CIRCUMFER. WID1H/SLOT 
0.3362 SLOf RADIAL DEPI'H 
3.057 . STATOROUTER.DIAMH'lER. 

. 1.712 STATOR INNER DIAMETER 
. 1.672 JOURNAL OUI'ER. DIAMETER. 
0.0000 EXTRA BIAS FOR STATIC LOAD 

�.500 LOADED SIDE BIAS CURRENT 
3.500 OPPOS11E SIDE BIAS CURRENT 
711.5 OPEN-LOOP PROPORTION GAIN 
6403. OPEN-LOOP INTEGJtAL GAIN 
0.7153 OPEN-LOOP DERIVATIVE GAIN 

S.592 A VT!.. CURRENT STIFPJAXIS 
978.6 A VE. MAGNETIC STIFF JAXIS 

0.457KE+o5 LOADED SIDE FLUX DENSITY 
0.4S18E+oS OP)>OSITB SIDE FLUX DENSITY 

23.63 LOADED SIDE MAG. FORCE 
23.63 OPPOSITE SIDE MAG. FORCE 
1.740 DYNAMIC CURRENT 
_4.392 L•OMREPDYNI 

0.3195E--03 MAGNETIC FORCE CONSTANT 

0.9446 STATOR CORE WEIGHT LB 

0.'3995 ROTOR CORE WEIGQT, LB 
0.3169 COPPER WIRE WEIGHT LB 
1.661 TOTAL WEIGHf LB 
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